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WITH StockSAVER INTO THE NEXT-GENERATION

StockSAVER implements a third-generation kanban system in production logistics. 

This simple retrofit solution for all FIFO flow racks solves all of the typical issues with 

kanban systems, creates considerably more space in production areas for value- 

added activities and increases cash flow.

As StockSAVER provides automatic stock replenishment requests, it eliminates hu-

man error and makes the previously needed safety stock levels superfluous.

Winfried Huber, Sales Director Germany
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StockSAVER: 
THIRD-GENERATION KANBAN SYSTEMS

First-generation kanban systems: Kanban cards

Problems: delays in handover, cards go missing, cards are not collected,  

little transparency, etc.

Second-generation kanban systems: Scanned entries

Problems: malfunctions due to false entries, forgetting to scan, incorrect stock  

replenishment, etc.  the digital world does not correspond with reality.

Third-generation kanban systems:

•  Intelligent signal points determine the actual material stocks present in the rack.

• Human errors are eliminated and the familiar kanban problems are resolved (empty  

   signals can no longer be forgotten, kanban cards cannot go missing etc.).

• This makes it possible to halve the stock in the FIFO rack.

 

REDUCE YOUR STOCK WITH StockSAVER 

•  Protection against running out of materials

• No more fear-related stockpiling required (saves space)

• Reduce safety stock, even with a wide variety of items

Half the 
number 

of flow racks

Low margin 
for error

Third- 
generation 

kanban 
system

+ =
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StockSAVER OFFERS YOU ERROR RESILIENCE

• Scanning processes are dispensed with

• No more double postings

• See the actual materials in stock in real time

• Eliminate calculated stock as a source of errors

The clearly structured, digital kanban board 

(requirements list) allows materials to be  

re-ordered in good time.

HALVE YOUR FIFO RACK AREA WITH StockSAVER
• Alleviation down the line creates space

• More space for value-adding processes

SUMMARY
 Safely reduce the stock in the FIFO rack and thus improve your cash flow.
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WHAT MAKES THE THIRD-GENERATION 
KANBAN SYSTEM SPECIAL?

Transparency  
Intelligent signal points in the FIFO rack en- 
sure complete transparency, which is clearly 
displayed on the digital kanban board.

Stock optimisation
This makes it possible to halve  

the stock in the FIFO rack.

Resource conserving
More space for value-adding processes.

Solution oriented
The familiar kanban problems are  

resolved and human errors eliminated.

Improved cash flow
The reduction in stock improves  
your cash flow.

Diverse range of items
Low stock levels are possible even  

with a diverse range of items.
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IMPROVE YOUR CASH FLOW

• Reduce your stock and improved your cash flow

• No more fear-related stockpiling required

• Get your safety stock under control, even with an  

   increasingly diverse range of items

YOUR BENEFITS

REDUCE ERRORS

•  Resolve previous kanban problems (e.g. kanban cards being lost) 

thanks to error resilience

• Dispense with scanning processes (automatic empty signal)

• No more double postings

• React flexibly, in real time

HALF THE NUMBER OF FLOW RACKS

• Halve your FIFO rack area and solve your space problems

• No more safety stock required (with no danger of materials  

   running out)

• Alleviation down the line creates space

• More space for value-adding processes
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THE SYSTEM

StockSAVER is easy to retrofit and monitors the fill levels of your FIFO flow racks as 

a signal point in the logistics chain. The data is transferred wirelessly and displayed 

in the software, which is included in the package. You will also reap the long-term 

benefits of data evaluation, which can help you improve your processes, and of 

the data export option for your material movements, which allows you to manage 

the supply of materials.

SensorBOX  
Receives the sensor status of up to 4 containers per  

storage bay. Passes data onto the SmartBOX.

SmartBOX  
Receives the data from the SensorBOXES and transmits the data to the transceiver  

via a wireless network. OPTIONAL: If barcode scanners are used, the SmartBOX gives  

an immediate warning, on site, of misplaced items and requests a correction.

SENSOR 
Detects the number of containers and passes  

this information on to the SensorBOX.

SENSOR
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The digital kanban board  

(requirements list) indicates the 

locations to which materials need 

to be resupplied.

SensorBOX SmartBOX TRANSCEIVER

TRANSCEIVER
Receives information on the status of the 

SmartBOXES and transmits the data  

to the StockSAVER software.

SOFTWARE 
Provides transparency across all of  

the connected FIFO flow racks, 

at a glance.
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INTUITIVE AND CLEARLY STRUCTURED –  
THE StockSAVER SOFTWARE
 

The included PC software can be installed quickly and easily, and will guide you 

to your creating own network, step by step. The material stocks of the FIFO flow 

racks that are integrated into the network are displayed on your PC. This gives you 

a transparent overview of the materials available at the workplace. The requi-

rements list informs the logistics department promptly of re-order requirements 

and priorities, and analyses of the data help you to improve your processes in the 

long term.

ALWAYS INFORMED AND LEAN

The control station keeps you permanently up-to-date.

Here, you can find information on materials in stock at the workplace.

The requirements list dispenses with the previous requirement of picking up kanban cards, 

since the logistics department now receives a to-do list automatically. In this way, errors 

are avoided, the supplier process is accelerated and high levels of safety stock at the 

production line are unnecessary.
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CREATE TRANSPARENCY  
CONTROL STATION
Here you have complete transparency, at a glance. The digital twin of 

your FIFO flow rack gives you an overview of the material stocks at your 

workplaces. Because you can now determine the actual stock levels, 

unnecessary safety stock can be depleted – which means less rack 

space required and more space available for value-adding activities 

at the production line.

ENSURING RELIABLE SUPPLY  
REQUIREMENTS LIST 
If the removal of a container triggers the reorder level, then the  

requirements list will be automatically updated for the logistics  

department. This ensures a prompt, efficient and priority-driven supply 

process. Manual sources of error (such as forgotten or lost kanban  

cards and missing empty signals) become a thing of the past.

IMPROVING PROCESSES 
EVALUATION 
The ideal tool for improving your processes in the long term.

This may involve recognising peak outflows of material, deriving the 

optimum size of containers, or highlighting the frequency with which a 

storage bay is supplied, for example. The report function provides you 

with standard key figures at the touch of a button.

EXPORTING MOVEMENTS
INTERFACE FOR DOWNSTREAM
PROCUREMENT PROCESSES 
By exporting your material movements, you can start up production 

orders, integrate the procurement of materials, or undertake material 

postings, for example. This gives you the option of connecting into your 

system architecture.
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StockSAVER: BECAUSE IT‘S WORTH YOUR WHILE

A large number of customers already rely on WERMA solutions –  

and use them to make their production more reliable and efficient, and better.

Visit our website, where you can find references, customer applications,  

further information on StockSAVER and videos: www.werma.com/stocksaver

FIND OUT 

MORE  

ONLINE
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MANUEL SEELAND, SCM PROCESS & SYSTEM DEVELOPER:

SILVIO SPRENGER, PRODUCT MANAGER SENSOR SOLUTIONS:

„The implementation phase ran really smoothly, from

the excellent installation instructions through to the

simple and intuitive installation.“

„StockSAVER is simple to use and easy to understand.  

There are no unnecessary tools that overload the application.“

„Using StockSAVER gives us a reliable indication of 

potential stock reductions.“ 

„When using materials with a sell by date, we always work 

with minimal stock levels. Using StockSAVER really makes  

sense here and provides security.“ 

„We have already definitely decided to use  

StockSAVER for our new production plant.“

STEFFEN MOSER, LEAN MANAGER, SCHMIDT TECHNOLOGY:

CUSTOMER COMMENTS:
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